Eddy currents non destructive testing is a well known method for material characterization, which is sensitive to different properties of conductive materials, such as: electrical conductivity, magnetic permeability, phase proportions, hardness, size, discontinuities, etc. These properties alter the flow of the currents induced in the sample under test by an AC magnetic field. One of the most common applications of the method is the evaluation of electrical conductivity, by a procedure that requires at least two reference standards, and is not valid for very thin samples (less than 1 mm, roughly). In this paper a variation of that procedure is proposed, in which only one reference standard is needed. The procedure allows for the evaluation of conductivities in the range 0.9 -59 MS/m on planar samples with thickness greater than 30 µm.
Introduction
Non destructive testing by eddy currents (ET) relies basically on the interaction of alternating magnetic fields with electricity conducting materials. The magnetic field is generated by an AC excited coil. The method is mainly used for defect detection in the inspection of heat exchangers, aircraft parts, tubes, etc, during manufacturing, construction or in-service. Electrical conductivity of materials can be inferred from ET experiments, making it a practical technique for material sorting and characterization.
General purpose impedance plane ET equipments or commercial conductivity-meters are normally used for these experiments, along with a set of reference specimens used for calibration. The corresponding standards indicate a minimum thickness of the samples to be tested in terms of the standard skin depth of the material, ASTM E-1004 ASTM E- -09 (2009 . If thinner samples are to be tested, reference specimens of the same thickness as the test pieces should be used, which are not normally available.
In the present work, a different procedure is proposed, through which the conductivity of thin samples can be assessed using a single calibration standard and an analytical model of the test. Actually, an analytical model of the coil and sample is made, using the system parameters (coil geometry, sample thickness, conductivity). Impedance measurements with a reference specimen are used to adjust the analytical expression and determine the "effective parameters" of the coil. A least square fitting of the experimental data and the analytical curves of coil impedance is made, from which the electrical conductivity is inferred.
In the present case, Maxwell equations were solved for a cylindrical coil perpendicular to a conductive plate. During the tests, coil impedance as a function of frequency was measured with an impedance analyzer. Sample conductivity is calculated through non-linear least square fittings. Results for samples of non ferromagnetic metals of different thicknesses are presented. (2006) , shows a section of the axially symmetric system under study. It consists of a cylindrical coil above a conductive sheet (region 1), of thickness d in the axial direction (z in Fig. 1 ) and infinite in the radial direction. In this particular case, region 2 (
is air. 
In equation (2) m J is the Bessel function of the first kind and order m and n H is the Struve function of order n.
Equation (1) is the analytical function used for the fitting of the experimentally measured coil impedance.
Experimental

Coil
A cylindrical coil with nominal parameters 1 (1.0 0.1) mm r = ± , 2 (2.95 0.06) mm r = ± 
Samples
All measurements were made with the coil coupled to different non ferromagnetic metallic samples, presented in Table 1 . The samples were divided in three groups: Group number one contained two primary conductivity standards from Zetec (Ze-1 and Ze-5); group number two contained two primary standards from Helmut Fischer (Fi-4 and Fi-5); group number three contained the five samples to be tested. The conductivities of these five samples mentioned here are only indicative and were taken from tables at http://www.matweb.com. 7.61 (*)
Zry-4 strip 1 1.11 ± 0.01 1.37 (*)
The conductivity values in Table 1 , marked (*), were taken from tables at http://www.matweb.com.
Measurement procedure
All measurements were made following the recommendations of ASTM E-1004-09 (2009) as regards edge effect, in order that sample size does not alter the measurements.
Coil impedances were measured with a Solartron SI 1260 impedance analyzer in the range of frequencies 1 kHz -1 Mhz. As frequency increases, the contribution of electrical resistance and non ideal impedance increases as well: parasitic capacity (both from coil and connectors). Therefore, before comparing the experimental ( is measured in two steps, with a logarithmic sweep of ten points per decade in the above mentioned frequency range. The impedance in air ( A Z ) is first measured, i.e., the coil far away from any conductive material. Then the impedance of the coil coupled to the material under study ( U Z ) is measured. The method presented by Harrison et al (1995) was followed for the subtraction of the non ideal effects. Fig. 2 shows a sketch of the equivalent circuit of an eddy current coil above a conductor. All the non ideal contributions are included in the parallel component P Z ( S R and S C are the intrinsic resistance and capacity of the coil; L C is the capacity of the cables and RC stands for any other contribution). The series component C Z represents the impedance reflected by the conductor. 
Conductivity assessment
The conductivities of the samples were determined by means of a non linear least square fitting, Bard (1974) , of the normalized corrected experimental measurements ( 
In Section 3.1, a lift-off value was estimated for all the tests. However, this variable, which accounts for the coupling between coil and sample, has to be determined for each particular experiment. Bearing this in mind, two parameters were considered for the fitting, namely σ and 1
z . In what follows, A σ and A z stand for conductivity and lift-off of a particular sample, determined by the minimization.
Only the imaginary part of the complex impedance difference was used in the definition of the function to be minimized ( 2 χ ):
The index k corresponds to each of the frequencies. The weight functions k W were selected as estimators of the standard uncertainty of the corresponding measurements Im( JCGM 100:2008 JCGM 100: (2008 . The estimators were calculated following the procedure indicated in BIPM JCGM 100:2008 (2008 . Matlab scripts were written for equation (1), the minimization of equation (4) and weight calculations.
Refinement of the parameters
For the refinement of the geometrical parameters ( 1 r , 2 r and 2 1 z z − ), the nominal values of these parameters, presented in Section 3.1 and the conductivity of the primary reference standard "Ze-1" were used. The refinement was made by calculating equation (4) . The latter parameters were used for the fittings with the other samples. For "Ze-1" a lift-off 1 1.053 mm A z = was estimated, slightly higher than the nominal value. This refinement procedure can be considered as a calibration with a single standard.
Results
The results obtained for some of the samples are presented in Table 2 . As mentioned in Section 3.2, the Zetec and Fischer samples are certified primary conductivity standards (Table 1) . On the other hand, the conductivities of the other samples in Table 1 are only indicative, references values taken from http://www.matweb.com. No correction for conductivity variation with temperature was made. In particular, the Fischer certificates give conductivity at 20ºC, while all the measurements discussed here were made at about 25ºC.
Two experimental estimations of the conductivity are compared in Table 2 : those estimated through measurements with Solartron 1260 and fitting with the model (columns 3 to 6) and those directly read from a Fischer Sigmascope SMP10 (columns 7 and 8).
The first column in Table 1 indicates sample id. The second column shows the reference conductivity value, where available. Column 3 shows the adjusted conductivity values The results for the Ze-1 primary standard and the Ta-F foil are presented in Fig. 3 and 4. Experimental data corrected with equation 3 and normalized are represented with dots, the full line indicates the theoretical fitting and the error bars, the standard uncertainties. 
Conclusion
The theoretical model presented in Section 2 adjusts adequately well all the measurements, as shown in Fig. 3  and 4 . The assessed conductivity values are in good agreement with the reference values, the maximum differences being about 10 % in only three cases. Uncertainties never exceed 4% of the measured values (Table 4) . These remarks also include the thinner specimens, indicating the method is suitable for a large range of thicknesses.
The advantage of this technique lies in that it requires only one calibration standard, used for the refinement of the geometrical parameters of the coil. Indeed, with a single calibration standard, it is possible to measure conductivities in the range 0.6 MS/m a 59 MS/m, in samples as thin as 29 μm up to samples thicker than 6 mm (above which samples can be considered infinitely thick). The technique could be extended to allow for the simultaneous determination of thickness of a non-conductive coating and the conductivity of the substrate as well as for the conductivity of a conductive coating over a conductive substrate.
